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November 5, 1975 

MRS, FORD'S REMARKS TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1975 

I'm very glad to be here tonight, and that's not a line borrowed ° 

0from a campaign speech. 

I feel absolutely marvelous. I just had my annual checkup and 

all my tests are completely clear. There is no sign whatsoever of a 

cancerous reoccurrence at this point. 1'm convinced that I am completely 

cured. 

Thanks to that checkup last September, good doctors, a loving 

supporting husband and understanding children -- I can truly say this 

past year as been one of the richest and happiest of my life. 

When I went into the operating room that morning I was pretty 

sure it was going to turn out to be a malignancy and that my breast 

would have to be removed. But once the operation was over, I was 

really very relieved. I felt the doctors had gotten the cancer at such 

an early stage that I was very lucky. /, 't· , ..... ,. c
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Scanned from Box 1 of the Frances K. Pullen Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
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The most difficult moments were trying to pull my family through 

my cancer opera tion. I really had to pull them through, and to try to 

make them happy because they were so sad and upset. 

The malignancy was something my husband never expected, and 

he couldn't believe it was happening to me. The whole family felt that way. 

I think their surprise was a very natural reaction, because 

one day I appeared to be fine and the next day I was in the hospital 

for a masectomy. It made me realize how many women in the country 

could be in the same situation. 

That realization made me decide to discuss my breast cancer 

operation openly, because I thought of all the lives in jeopardy. My 

experience and frank discussion of breast cancer did prompt many women 

to learn about self-examination, regular checkups and such detection 

techniques as mammography. 
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minimize the em~t of the 

~.~ 
-' 
knowing I helped educate other 

women to the dangers 0 in some 

darkrn~ 
./ 

Too many women are so afraid of breast cancer they endanger 

. their lives. These fears of being scarred and of being "less" of a 

woman are very real, and it's very impor1ant to talk about the emotional 

side effects honestly. 

It was easier for me to accept the operation, because I had been 

married for 26 years and we had our four children. There was no 

problem of lack of love, affection and attention. 

But some women don't have these same emotional resources, 

and it's very necessary to deal realistically with the fears about breast 

cancer. 

It isn't vanity to worry about disfigurement. It is an honest concern. 

I started wearing low-cut dresses as soon as the scar healed, and my 
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worries about my appearance are now just the normal ones of staying 

slim and keeping my hair fixed. When I asked myself whether I would 

rather lose a right arm or a breast? l'd rather have lost a breast. 

What is important is life--aJ?'nd good health. 


L~~st year I had that critical checkup at the insistence of a friend, and 

. ~' 

l've tried to repay that act of friendship by talking about how important 

regular checkups are for early detection of breast cancer and, of course, 

other types of cancer. 

~ cancer is J,;l,Qt QF.l:ly a disease that takes ni1tlly fOrms. 
< 

-- and much of that fear comes from ignorance 

about the progress already made and ignorance of the need for preventive 

~~e~eu:;;.fear 

n1edicine~"'- ~ 0INl W~~ . 

Cancer wherever it strikes the body, also strikes the spirit, 

and the best doctors in the workl can't cure the spirit, only love and 


understanding can. 
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All of us can give love and support to our friends who have 

cancer. We can open our hearts and our minds to dealing with the fears 

.~. 

;t:;~.~V\D~~ ~~J:~l~M~~ 

~re are people in this audience working to find cur~s {03:'-",. 

'""'--.... 

cancer, and many----------.--of you hetp-fund_these research efforts. I thank 
-~-----

~./. -, 


you per sonally for youf'contributions to the detection andtheeraJ~J:cation 


~-~--~"'~ 


of this disease. 

he cure rates and the numbers so, many-different types 

he most important number of all is one-

I believe we are all here to help each other and that our lives 

have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have a very special 

purpose -- helping save other lives, and I'm grateful that it did. 

# # # 
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I feel ~ absolutely marvelous. I just had my 

annual checkup and all my tests are completely clear. There 

is no sign whatsoever of a cancerous ~ reoccurrence 

at this point. I'm convinced that I am completely cured. 

Thanks to that ~lBpoPt;;t checkup last September, 

good doctors, a loving supporting husband and understanding children 

I can truly say this past year as been one of the richest and 

happiest of my life. 

When I went into the operating room that morning I was 

pretty sure it was going to turn out to be a malignancy and that 

my breast would have to be removed. But once the operation was 

over, I was really very relieved. I felt the doctors had gotten 

the cancer at such an 9( early ~ stage that I was G~f t~' 
£01 tunube 91 1 a.. 

The most difficult moments were trying to pull my family 

through my cancer operation. I really had to pull them through, 

RR!!ODtKK~•• *f*.iws drxK and to try to make them happy 

because they were so sad and K upset. 

~ The malignancy was something my husband 

never expected, and he couldn't believe it was happening to me. 

The whole family felt that way. '. ! 
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I think their surprise was a very natural reaction, because 

BfdkK.:xsnrldmx one day I appeared to be fine and the next day I was 

in the hospital for ~ a masectomy. It made me realize how 

many women in the country could be in the same situation. 

~v~~
Irhat~ade me decide to discuss my breast cancer 

operation openly, because I thought of all the lives in jeopardy. 

~'l!CRlJxiDa:x:Xbi:~ XRkbcx My experience and 

.-- 
tJ;, ;,1& frank discussion of breast cancer did prompt many women 

to learn ~¥2ii*"iHai:iO*l'UEL&lXbdlc bhe viiil'Le::-ei self-examination, 

regular ~ checkups and such ~ detection techniques as 

~BC mammography. 

I certainly don't mean to minimize the emotional impact 

of the operation for me and my family. But knowing I helped 

educate other women to the dangers of ;;r;:;;a,. breast cancer 

did encourage me in some dark moments. 

Too many women are so afraid of breast cancer they endanger 

their lives. ~ These fears of being scarred and 

of being "less" of a woman are very real, and it's very important 

...----------.. 
to talk 	about the emotional side effects open1] and honestly. 

It was easier for me to because I 

had been married for 26 years and we had our four children. There 

was no problem of lack of love, affection and attention. Btrt SOIne "NOmeD 

don't have these satIle enwtiollal I eSOUl ces, and ktkk it' 8'SO 

W.8 ""iiIIln*.~lf recognize that feat calI > 

he a Ii claRgerQ1J Ii ask cancer. 
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But some women don't have these same emotional resources, 

and ~meaBlBBBI!ler...pxYbs+-~ it's very i~~~ to ~ 

about 

breast cancer. 

It isn't vanity to worry about disfigurement. It is an 

honest concern. I started wearing low-cut dresses as soon as 

Lv o--vvu.r:l 
the scar healed} a~~ conCfrns about my appearance are now 

~c ~ ~ 
just th~nes '8:11 of QS have of staying slim and keeping my & 

hair fixed. ~~'vC \J.J. ~~-SrJ.2 L0~ \J. c",rvJd Jw.i8\JA. 0J'J..L 
0-- ~v..nu-a~ Ul. 0- Jru.o.o!r :: 0 ~ ~\JA-'VZ lA}s\~ u..,,~~'. 

L What 1've Lt ied to say w'hen I dise'tlssea this operation is 

1~ ~~ ~o~Z \11O-e-. a-Y~~t )01cl~~rB 
that wiat=is ! eally im.portant iSf-.gOOd~J___ OQrLJa,ea1th is..!~_mething 

we-have to saweDi" gtla!d with regll1ar~ups and attention to 
-------

tfte.--way we live.' 

~:~year I had that critical checkup at the insistence of a 

friend, and I've tried to repay that act of friendship by talking about 

how ~~~ion jpn\rcr breast cancer and. of course. 

--------other ~aB:x types of cancer. 

But cancer is not only a disease that takes many forms. 

-------Jr J ¥iI:1lX It often produces the disease of fear- --and much of 

that fear comes from ignorance about the progres s already made 

and ignorance of the need for preventive medicine. 

Cancer wherever it strikes the body, also strikes the spirit, 

~ ~~j~&"';o/ 
and the best doctors in the world can't cure the spirij ~ love~an.---~~-=---..:.:::r 



All of us can give love and support to our friends who have 

cancer. We can open our hearts ~ 

~ and our m.inds to~al with the fear,)that 

cripplel the spirit. 

There are people in this audience working to find cures for 

cancer, and m.any of you~¥~U!':kiBg to fund theSeLeIIorts. ~~ I np~ 

thank you personally for your contributions to the detection and 

the eradication of this disease. 

The cure rates and the nurn.bers in so m.any different types 

of cancer are encouraging. But the m.ost im.portant nurn.ber of all 

is one- -that one person you m.ay know who needs your understanding 

when faced with this disease. 

I believe 1I!II!IB{ we are all here to help each other and that our 

lives have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have a 

¥BrIBer very special purpose--helping save other lives, and I'm. 

grateful that ::tm.eE it did. 
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I'm very' glad to be here tonight, and that's not just a line I 

, D ,.J~A~(J~
v'I \,v'Y'Y I~(A ,vIU~ @RJI CX-<-0f 

boi'rowed from one of my husband's political speechesthankS to a 

~edical checkup, good doctors, a loving supporting husband 

and under standing children - - I can truly say this past year has been 


one of the richest and happiest of my life. 


J-VV'-ru-v~~+-1 
I'm pleased that the removal of my right breast because of a 

malignancy produced an open discussion of the problem.. It truly made 

my own ~l experience easier to bear to know how many women were 

0~ Vu,"Al M'-4().A.OA- +t-·c~ 
prompted to get medical treatment. 

\y'v~ r0~ 
I certainly donIt mean to minimize the emotional impact of the 

operation for me and my family, but knowing I helped educate other 

women to the dangers of breast cancer sustained me through a difficult 

period. 
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So many women are afraid of breast cancer to the point of 

endangering their lives that it is particularly important for sensible, 

straight forward discussions. 

Cancer is not only a disease that takes many forms. It can also 

produce the disease of fear. And much of the fear comes from ignorance-

ignorance about the progress already made and ignorance of the importance 

of preventive medicine. 

I've always been a believer in the importance of regular checkups, 

and I hope to convert those of you who are too casual about your own health. 

As a mother, I've supervised my children's health, but sometimes mothers 

and fathers who always get their children checked regularly neglect 

themselves. 

You'll forgive me for sounding just a little preachy on this subject, 

but I do have some fir st-hand experience. 
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The best doctor s in the world can't cure the spirit like love can, 

and all of us can give love and support to our friends who have cancer. 

I could not have accepted a masectomy as well without a . strong 

"marriage and a husband's love. Cancer wherever it strikes in the body, 

also strikes the spirit. 

There are people in this audience working to find cures for 

cancer, and many of you are working to fund these efforts. I commend 

you for your contributions to the eradication of this disease. 

The cure rates and the numbers in so m.any different types of 

cancer are encouraging. But the m.ost important number of all is one-

that one person you may know who needs your understanding when faced 

with this disease. 

I believe we are all here to help each other and that our lives 

have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have a very special 

purpose of helping save other lives, and I'm grateful that it did. 

# # # 
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a regular medical checkup, good doctor~ aftd a loving supporting 


husband and ~ understanding children- - -I can truly say 
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many women 
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I've always been a believer in the importance of regular 

checkups, and I hope to convert !BJ!l:XIIeX:Bii:~::m:da:x::tk:i!SOImam:IDI:oD!bCK 

those of you who are too casual about your own health. As a mother, 

~ ~~&J)I've a~..& d""'€o;;a;-rlled a'bettt my children's health, but sometilnes 

mothers and fathers who always get their children checked regularly 

~ 
Ii8fx neglect themselves. 

You'll forgive me for sounding just a little preachy on this 

I do have some first-hand x experience. 

B:a:t the best doctors in the world can't ~ cure 
~ ,--------------

~ the spirit like love can, and L il· 3 fiiIIltyry=-qcnx: all of us can 

give love and support to our friends who have cancer. 

I could not have accepted a masectomy as well without a 

strong marriage and a husband's love. Cancer wherever it strikes 

in the body, also strikes the spirit. 

There are people in this audience working to find cures for 

cancer, and many of you are working to .. fund these efforts. I commend 

you for your contributions to the eradication of this disease. 

~ 

The cure rates and the numbers in so many different ~ 

types of cancer are encouraging. But the most important number of 

~ ~~~~. 

all is one- - -that one person 'Z you may know who needs your love and 

~ '-..........~./

Slli',8Pt when faced with this rn ~------
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1 believe we are all here to help each othEr and that our 

lives have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have 

a very special purpose of helping save other lives)' and 11m. grateful 

that it did. 
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I'm very glad to be here tonight, and that's not just a line I 

borrowed from one of my husband's political speeches. Thanks to a 

regular medical checkup, good doctors, a loving supporting husband 

and under standing children - - I can truly say this past year has been 

one of the richest and happiest of my life. 

I'm pleased that the removal of my right breast because of a 

malignancy produced an open discussion of the problem. It truly made 

my own painful experience easier to bear to know how many women were 

prompted to get medical treatment. 

I certainly don't mean to minimize the emotional impact of the 

operation for me and my family, but knowing I helped educate other 

women to the dangers of breast cancer sustained me through a difficult 

period. 
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So many women are afraid of breast cancer to the point of 

endangering their lives that it is particularly important for sensible, 

straight forward discussions. 

Cancer is not only a disease that takes many forms. It can also 

produce the disease of fear. And much of the fear comes from ignorance-

ignorance about the progress already made and ignorance of the importance 

of preventive medicine. 

Pve always been a believer in the importance of regular checkups, 

and I hope to convert those of you who are too casual about your own health. 

As a mother, lIve supervised my children1 s health, but sometimes mothers 

and fathers who always get their children checked regularly neglect 

themselves. 

You 111 forgive me for sounding just a little preachy on this subject, 

but I do have some first-hand experience. 
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The best doctors in the world can't cure the spirit like love can, 

and all of us can give love and support to our friends who have cancer. 

I could not have accepted a masectomy as well without a strong 

marriage and a husband's love. Cancer wherever it strikes in the body, 

also strikes the spirit. 

There are people in this audience working to find cures for 

cancer, and many of you are working to fund these efforts. I commend 

you for your contributions to the eradication of this disease. 

The cure rates and the numbers in so many different types of 

cancer are encouraging. But the most important number of all is one-

that one per son you may know who needs your under standing when faced 

with this disease. 

I believe we are all here to help each other and that our lives 

have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have a very special 

purpose of helping save other lives, and I'm grateful that it did. 

# # # 
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MRS. FORD'S REMARKS TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1975 

I'm very glad to be here tonight, and that's not a line borrowed 

from a campaign speech. 

I feel absolutely marvelous. I just had my annual checkup and 

all my tests are completely clear. There is no sign whatsoever of a 

cancerous reoccurrence at this point. I'm convinced that I am completely 

cured. 

Thanks to that checkup last September, good doctors, a loving 

supporting husband and understanding children -- I can truly say this 

past year as been one of the richest and happiest of my life. 

When I went into the operating room that morning I was pretty 

sure it was going to turn out to be a malignancy and that my breast 

would have to be removed. But once the operation was over, I was 

really very relieved. I felt the doctors had gotten the cancer at such 

.-' . 

an early stage that I was very lucky. 
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The most difficult moments were trying to pull my family through 

my cancer opera tion. I really had to pull them through. and to try to 

make them happy because they were so sad and upset. 

The malignancy was something my husband never expected. and 

he couldn't believe it was happening to me. The whole family felt that way. 

I think their surprise was a very natural reaction. because 

one day I appeared to be fine and the next day I was in the hospital 

for a masectomy. It made me realize how many women in the country 

could be in the same situation. 

That realization made me decide to discuss my breast cancer 

operation openly. because I thought of all the lives in jeopardy. My 

experience and frank discussion of breast cancer did prompt many women 

to learn about self-examination. regular checkups and such detection 

techniques as mammography. 
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I certainly don't ITlean to ITliniITlize the eITlotional iITlpact of the 

operation for ITle and ITly faITlily. But knowing I helped educate other 

WOITlen to the dangers of breast cancer did encourage ITle in SOITle 

dark ITloITlents. 

Too ITlany WOITlen are so afraid of breast cancer they endanger 

their lives. These fears of being scarred and of being "less fl of a 

WOITlan are very real, and it's very iITlpol1ant to talk about the eITlotional 

side effects honestly. 

It was easier for ITle to acc ept the operation, because I had been 

ITlarried for 26 years and we had our four children. There was no 

probleITl of lack of love, affection and attention. 

But SOITle WOITlen don't have these saITle eITlotional resources, 

and it's very necessary to deal realistically with the fears .about breast 

cancer. 

It isn't vanity to worry about disfigureITlent. It is an honest concern. 

I started wearing low-cut dresses as soon as the scar healed, and ITly 
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worries about rny appearance are now just the norrnal ones of staying 

slirn and keeping rny hair fixed. When I asked rnyself whether I would 

rather lose a right arrn or a breast? lId rather have lost a breast. 

What is irnportant is life--a$nd good health. 


ILast year I had that critical checkup at the insistence of a friend, and 
1.----.... 

., 


lIve tried to repay that act of friendship by talking about how irnportant 


regular checkups are for early detection of breast cancer and. of course. 

other types of cancer. 

But cancer is not only a disease that takes rnany forrns. It often 

produces the disease of ear -- and rnuch of that fear comes from ignorance 

about the progress already rnade and ignorance of the need for preventive 

rnedicine. 

Cancer wherever it strikes the body, also strikes the spirit, 

and the best doctors in the work:1 can't cure the spirit, only love and 

understanding can. 
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All of us can give love and support to our friends who have 

cancer. We can open our hearts and our m.ind s to dealing with the fear s 

that cripple the spirit. 

There are people in this audience working to find cures for 

cancer, and m.any of you help fund these research efforts. I thank 

you per sonally for your contributions to the detection and the eradication 

of this disease. 

The cure rates and the num.bers in so m.any different types 

of cancer are encouraging. But the m.ost im.portant num.ber of all is one-

that one person you m.ay know who needs your understanding when faced 

with this disease. 

I believe we are all here to help each other and that our lives 

have patterns and purposes. My illness turned out to have a very special 

purpose - - helping save other lives, and I'm. grateful that it did. 

# # # 




